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PRODUCT WITH A PURPOSE 

Our intuitive and user friendly units offer a seamless solution to tackle your 

visitor management challenges.

Built to act as the first line of protection against illness and virus’. Our digital 

thermometer tracks and monitors the temperature of all visitors before 

granting access, designed to directly prevent the spread of diseases.

These devices are currently installed in China to prevent further outbreak of 

the Covid-19 virus in the following locations; Offices, Hospitals, Schools, 

Train Stations, Shops and Supermarkets. 

The rapid temperature read time of around 1 second ensures quick 

turnaround in processing people through busy areas. 
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KEY FEATURES 

▪ The digital reader has an accuracy of 0.1 of a degree up to

a distance of 1m

▪ The devices rapid detection times ensure to keep

operations streamlined

▪ Temperature alarms to notify staff of unusual readings

▪ Ability to block access if a user doesn’t meet specified

criteria, e.g wearing a mask

▪ Supports various peripheral expansions such as ID card

reader, finger print reader, IC card reader, two-dimensional

code reader

▪ Attendance temperature measurement data is exported in

real time

▪ WiFi and LAN connectivity for device management

▪ Stand alone or integrated with door entry systems
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS 

▪ The optional facial recognition module can be enabled to

keep logs of staff and visitor temperatures to monitor any ab-

normal changes.

▪ With out of the box interfaces to connect with existing entry

and barrier systems the device can be configured to only

allow access if the temperature is normal.

▪ Facial recognition can be used as an extra criteria combined

with the barrier system so it will only allow access if the user

is authorised and there temperature is normal

▪ The highly accurate software can identify people with masks

on as well as notifying the operator to put on their mask

before allowing them access.

▪ Supports a 30,000 face database and the 1:1 comparison

recognition rate is more than 99.7%

F A C I A L  R E C O G N I T I O N  A N D  D O O R  A C C E S S
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LOOK AND FEEL 

▪ 8-inch IPS full-view LCD display.

▪ Professional appearance, waterproof and dustproof designed

housing for fit into all types of environments

▪ With options for freestanding, desk stand and wall mounted,

this gives the flexibility too strategically place the unit for

optimum impact.

▪ Industrial grade binocular wide camera, night infrared and led

dual photo flood lamp to ensure capture in all environments

▪ Optional anti-bacterial coatings can be applied at configuration

stage

▪ Optional stickers and vinyl's can be added to fit in with

company branding
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